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In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Tracy Moore was a sexy, driven and intelligent young woman from Oakland, Ca.
who was married to Big Mike, one of the Biggest & Notorious Drug Dealers in
town. On one cold winter day Big Mike was posted out front of one of his many
trap houses talking to Tracy through the window of her car when Tracy noticed a
car coming up fast with a gun pointed out the window. Tracy screamed "gun" Big
Mike quickly reacted by pulling his own gun from his waist and firing on the car.
Big Mike's top 4 goons (Clarence, Len, Big Will & Earl) appeared from the trap
house and immediately began firing on the car also. When the gunfire ended Big
Mike laid bleeding profusely from a severe chest wound. Big Mike eventually
succumb to his gunshot wound and died in the hospital. Tracy vowed to avenge
Big Mike's death and make those responsible pay! Now she was being followed
and stalked. Could this be evil echos from her past?
This box set includes books 9-12 of The Silencer Series. Close Range After
getting back from vacation, Recker finds himself with not much to do. With work
in the city at an all-time low, Recker is approached by a familiar face. Michelle
Lawson has a job for him in regards to an illegal arms dealer that has
continuously given the CIA the slip. Feeling like he can trust her and work for the
agency again for one job, Recker agrees to do the assignment once all his
conditions are met. With Jones and Haley on board, the teams heads off to
London to find their target. It's back to where everything started for Recker when
the CIA initially tried to terminate him. But what they hope is a short-term
assignment turns into a much longer stay, and with Mia having problems of her
own at home, Recker turns to old friends in order to help him accomplish his
mission and get home faster. Trigger Pull After getting back from London, Recker
and the team are immediately swept up in Vincent and Nowak's feud again.
Though they initially refuse in getting involved, their minds are changed when
they start getting ambushed. Recker is ambushed in an alley while trying to
prevent a jewelry store heist, Haley has his car blown up in trying to track down
the suspects, and Tyrell's relationship with Recker is found out, leaving him in a
vulnerable position. The team learns it's all part of Nowak's plan to get rid of all of
them, leading them into an eventual final confrontation with her. One that will be
deadly. Lethal Force Another menacing force has entered the city. The Tri-State
Scorpions have migrated from New Jersey and are looking to make the city their
own. Recker and the team have plans to stop them, but it will come at a cost.
After one of the leaders of the Scorpions gets in a shootout with Haley, he is
transported to a local hospital that Mia is working at. The Scorpions take over the
hospital, causing it to go on lockdown. After receiving a troublesome text
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message that indicates Mia is in some type of danger, Recker must find a way to
get into the hospital and save her... before it's too late. Zeroed In With the events
of the hospital still fresh in their minds, The Scorpions are regrouping and ready
to wage war. With Recker being their main target, they’ll do anything to lure him
into their grasp, including taking his partner hostage. Will The Silencer get there
in time to save his friend, or will Haley pay the price for his partner’s sins?
A Hidden Clan Kind of Runaway Bride Romance He’s a retired SEAL and friend
of Broken Peak Pack, she left her clan and the mate chosen for her behind. But
she’s his first love and he’s determined to save her … if they can navigate the
relationship minefield. Boone Freeman has a legendary reputation as a SEAL,
both as a team leader and a man who doesn’t do relationships. Ever. After
retiring from the Navy, at the request of his old friend Vixen he comes to Broken
Peak, where fate has plans for him that includes more than just missions. When
he finally talks with one of the shifters in Hidden Clan, she threatens his
commitment to no commitments. Bella is beautiful, intelligent, and a fierce
mountain lion shifter, but she has a problem. The male her former Clan Chief
chose for her won’t take no for an answer, even after she ran away to the
sanctuary of her uncle’s clan. When her rejected mate’s obsession turns deadly,
love confronts the danger. Will Bella lose the man she loves or will her love be
enough to save Boone?
Sequel to Mistake Me Not... After the betrayal that threatened their lives, Lacie
Hart is determined to move forward. Sorcha needs her help again. While
supporting her lover in his pursuits, Lacie finds herself walking old paths. Missing
the signs that another threat is encroaching, Lacie's close encounter leaves
everyone gasping for breath. As Lacie soothes her love and aids the
investigation, they gain no leads. The behaviour of her attacker makes no sense.
It follows no pattern. Does someone want to harm her… or are they looking in the
wrong place? Warning: Contains explicit language and imagery. Suitable only for
ages 18 and over.
Grace Hart finally has it all. She has found the love of her life and has a
successful career. So why is she worried? In the past when Grace has been
happy, fate usually decides to reek havoc with her. She loves Gabriel
unconditionally and she knows he loves her, but something keeps telling her bad
things are headed her way. Gabriel has been spending a lot of late nights at work
and sometimes he doesn’t come home at all. They use to go on business trips
together, but now she is left at home alone more times than not. Grace has been
getting a lot of hang up phone calls late at night and is starting to worry about
strange unsigned deliveries. So what happens when the world you have come to
love and need crumbles in front of your very eyes, do you stay and fight or do
you run? Grace has to make that decision. Everything she has come to depend
on crumbles to nothing. So Grace does the only thing she knows how to do, she
runs. Gabriel doesn’t have an idea what has happened. Everything was perfect,
so he thought, but Grace is gone. She has left no trace of where she was going.
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He and Adrian start an all out nationwide search. After months, there is still no
Grace, will they find her or has he lost the love of his life. This story is about two
people who have it all and lose it in the blink of an eye. Will they find their way
back together or will the spend the rest of their lives wondering what happened to
the other? If they find their way back together, will fate let them finally be happy
or will it have more in store to throw their way.
A Little Harmony Is All I Need is a book of stories, speeches and essays which "I
have written over the years." These writings delineate certain aspects of Allen's
teaching career, which began in 1970. The book also demonstrates a twinemotional pull which Allen received from his teaching and his desire to write.
Each one of these twin-endeavors gave him boundless joy and made him feel
that he was living a purposeful life.
The accompaniment edition to Sing the Faith is designed for music leaders,
accompanists, and instrumentalists. It includes optional settings for choirs, a
keyboard part to accompany most melodies, other instrumental parts (flute,
trumpet, and so forth), and guitar chords that include the bass guitar notes.
Denise has been writing poetry sense she was about thirteen. She has written
poems for her family, friends, and for no reason at all. She always said some
days I have it and some days I dont. She has been known to hand write about six
to ten pages to get one poem, hen other times she just starts writing and it all just
comes out so good, one page one time. Denise always said someday she would
have her poems / poetry in a book of her own. I really didnt ever think she would
get around to it. Denise is always busy doing everything for everyone, never
takes time for herself. I dont think she has written more then five or six poems in
the past five years. She use to write all the time. It was nothing for her to have a
pin and paper handy while driving, sleeping, cooking. Denise loves her family, &
friends. She loves helping others, loves outdoors, loved her dogs dearlyGood
Faith with your book Denise, I hope someone reads your poetry and wants to put
them on a card, sing your words to music. I hope you sale a million dollars worth
of your words. I know you will put it all towards good things.
Rocco thought he knew pain and sacrifice...until demons dragged his female to
the depths of Hell. Knowing he failed to protect her—and that her fate is in the
hands of pure evil—is driving him to madness. With time running out, he'll do
anything to bring her home; even embrace the unrelenting inner darkness he's
fought his entire life. Each day Kyler prays for death but there is no mercy in Hell.
Lucifer's twisted son Diemos controls her every waking hour, waiting for her
dormant powers to finally unleash so he can use them himself. Sweet dreams of
Rocco are her only escape—but only in her wildest fantasies did she imagine him
walking through the fires of Hell to save her. Now Diemos will stop at nothing to
get Kyler back. A brutal war is coming, and to survive, everyone will have to fight.
Win or die—there is no second chance for the Knights and their mates. Other
books in the series: Book 1: Knight's Redemption Book 2: Knight's Salvation
Book 3: Demon's Temptation Book 4: Knight's Dominion Book 5: Knight's
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Absolution Book 6: Knight's Retribution Keywords: romance, paranormal
romance, demons, demon hunter, angels, archangels, band of brothers, angels
and demons, shifter, alpha male, bad boy hero, strong heroine, fated mates,
vampire, dhampir, tattooed hero, romantic suspense, action and adventure,
shapeshifter, Urban fantasy, Thriller & Suspense, sagas, series, mystery,
paranormal fantasy, dark fantasy, mystery thriller
Two for Five is the first of a four part series, introducing you to three young
brother's coming up in the game on the notorious streets of South Jamaica
Queens. Niko, the main character, returns homes after serving a five year bid
and is recruited by his childhood partners, Ming and Chase, to manage the cash
for this thriving street level operation. With parole on his back, and a high paid
lawyer on retainer, caution is thrown to wind as this resolute trio stake claim to
the lucrative South Jamaica drug trade. As the money flows, so to does the
drama. Violence, intimidations and murder are the trademarks of this crew as
they take the game to the next level and bring the noise to anyone who stands in
their way.
The Town Where Hope Never Fades…and Love Never Dies Eight stories in New
York Times and USAToday bestselling Texas romance author Jean Brashear’s
much-loved Sweetgrass Springs small town romance series, now combined in a
boxed set “Jean Brashear writes with warmth and emotional truth. The depth of
her understanding of human nature marks her as a writer to watch." ~Debbie
Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author THE BOOK BABES: Five
friends share life and laughter and love…until unexpected temptation changes
everything TEXAS HOPE: Secrets divide a family, and the anguish of the past
makes it impossible to hope they could ever overcome the years of
heartache—until the threat of an even more unbearable loss gives them one last
chance to unite. TEXAS STRONG: Can a damaged man who’s never trusted
anyone and a woman who’s trusted all the wrong men defy the odds and open
their hearts to each other? TEXAS SWEET: When a stranger who holds the keys
to her identity arrives in town and takes a job at Ruby’s Diner, will the girl
everyone knows as Brenda come to terms with her past or run again, away from
the people and the life she's grown to love?
Brad and Renea finally get hitched. Through their journey they endure happiness
and sadness. But, their love keeps getting stronger for each other by the day.
Now, they have another surprise thrown into the family to add more love than
they could ever imagine. Right now they are the happiest that they have ever
been.
When his mother marries an Okie building contractor, fifteen-year-old Sonny
Bravo finds his life uprooted to a small apartment building, Los Flores, where he
becomes embroiled in the lives of his neighbors.
These poems express my life and the struggles I have and had with love.
Everyone can relate!!
'Dawn' is the second book by auther Scott Farquharson. It is a collection of
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poetry devoted to redemption, change and the occasional, but inevitable, return
to difficult times. It is a lament to people suffering from mental health issues and
the leaps that medical research has made to help overcome them. Change can
mean different things to different people. What does it mean to you?
Another menacing force has entered the city. The Tri-State Scorpions have
migrated from New Jersey and are looking to make the city their own. Recker
and the team have plans to stop them, but it will come at a cost. After one of the
leaders of the Scorpions gets in a shootout with Haley, he is transported to a
local hospital that Mia is working at. The Scorpions take over the hospital,
causing it to go on lockdown. After receiving a troublesome text message that
indicates Mia is in some type of danger, Recker must find a way to get into the
hospital and save her... before it's too late.
What I NeedA Romantic Fairy TalePage Publishing Inc
This book is a collection of the authors life experience and creative imagination. It
is inspired works from the authors soul which is uniquely in touch with his own
heart and expressions of life and love. The poems contained in the book were
created for family and friends and inspired by those close relationships over the
years. The belief is that each person who reads this will find some connection to
the poems you will read within this book. Enjoy
They tried to murder me over her. They tried to kill her over me. It destroyed our
families. Lives and relationships were lost. They said we would never make it.
Our backs were against the wall and against all odds. What level of pain would
you be willing to go through to find that pure unconditional love? Would you risk
your life to receive it? What sacrifices would you be willing to lay on the line?
Meet T.J. Edwards; a young man born into a broken family full of tragedy, chaos,
physical and sexual abuse. He had been groomed to believe that feelings and
emotions were for the weak. That love was not real, nonexistent. He never
thought he would find true unconditional love within the arms of a woman he was
forbidden to cross those lines with. But from the moment the two stepped into
each other’s paths, they knew that their love was something they wouldn’t allow
any man or woman to penetrate. Their journey is one for the ages. It includes
treachery, back-stabbing, murder, drama, exposed family secrets, and taboo
situations that will leave the reader gasping for breath. In this well written tell all
autobiography of love, T.J. Edwards lays it all on the line and proves that when a
man truly loves a woman, he will be ready to do anything for the sake of her,
even if it costs him his life.
Alabama's star wide receiver Trace Forester is home for the summer. He expects
his time under his parents' roof to be a bore...until he sees Marin, the star of his
teen fantasies. She may not have noticed him when he was a kid, but he's going
to make damn sure she does now. Marin's life is in shambles. She never thought
at thirty she’d be a single mom in the middle of a divorce. She also never
thought the football player down the block would be the one her little boy needed.
The one she needed. He’s funny, caring, and hot as sin. But he’s only in
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college... Marin is so screwed. A STANDALONE New Adult Sports Romance in
the For You series. Each book follows a new couple.
this book is a Christian poetry book written to inspire the readers and to let them
know that there's hope and love in our LORD JESUS CHRIST. this book contains
all types of poetry concerning the HEAVENS and our GOD. i wrote this book to
help spread the good news that there's a loving SAVIOUR who's waiting to hear
from them.
What I Need: A Romantic Fairy Tale is the story of how one woman enables a
family to rise from relative obscurity to fame and fortune without realizing that she
has done so. Nor does the family put all the pieces of Effie Rose Shane
Bentmont Trippen together until years after her death. Through three and four
generations and beyond, the integrity of the family oath proves that individual
fidelity can survive and even thrive. Her vibrant legacy brings the family full circle
in this sweet romance novel of love and sorrow and separation brought together.
This is the first supplement to the initial SongCite publication, serving as an index
to recently published collections of popular songs. Some 200 music books have
been included, with some 6,500 different compositions listed. Most works are
vocal music, with some instrumental works included. All anthologies are arranged
for piano and voice, although many have guitar registrations or indicate chord
changes. Includes a bibliography of collections indexed, an index of titles/first
lines, an index of composers, and an index of works from musicals, films, and
television. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The story of a curious little man trying to connect with this most impossible of all
possible worlds. One man against the many absurdities of the modern times.
Here is another facet of life experienced by an 8 year old named Pat Lorett and
his Grand-Pa, which will set you back into another time called living. Walk with
these two on that ole sand hill school quarter as those knocks, licks and
experiences put you in the stickers' patches, working dawn till you can't, then
doing the chores. Go hunting country style with a coal oil lantern and his ole coon
dog, till you are scared speechless, walk the corn rows till your britches are worn
thin. Worship with him as he took a pew nap; see the first goose of the season
flying away and wonder did he shoot or not. "To-1944" will show you the reason
for living, the ole country way.
In Leading at a Higher Level , Updated Edition, Blanchard and his colleagues
bring together everything they've learned about world-class leadership. You'll
discover how to create targets and visions based on the "triple bottom line"...and
make sure people know who you are, where you're going, and the values that will
guide your journey. From start to finish, this book extends Blanchard's
breakthrough work on delivering legendary customer service, creating "raving
fans," and building "Partnerships for Performance" that empower everyone who
works for and with you. Updated throughout, this new edition contains two
powerful, important new chapters: one on coaching to create higher-level
leaders, and another on creating a higher-level culture throughout your
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organization. It also offers the definitive, most up-to-date techniques for leading
yourself, individuals, teams, and entire organizations. Most importantly, it will help
you dig deep within, discover the personal "leadership point of view" all great
leaders possess-and apply it throughout your entire life. In Helping People Win at
Work , WD-40 Company President/CEO Garry Ridge reveals how his company
has used Blanchard's techniques to "Partner for Performance" with every
employee, and achieve unprecedented levels of employee engagement and
commitment. Ridge introduces WD-40's performance review system, explaining
its goals, its features, and the cultural changes it required. Next, Ridge shares his
"leadership point of view": what he expects of people, what they can expect of
him, and where his beliefs about leadership and motivation came from. Finally, in
Part IV, Ken Blanchard explains why WD-40's Partnering for Performance
program works so well and how it can work for you, too. This book isn't about
cheerleading: it's about transforming performance review one step at a time and
reaping record-breaking results!
What happens when the one person who can see everything finds a blind spot?
Cassia Reid is an oracle, and in the months since developing the ability, she has
become proficient at seeing people’s past and future. Then she meets Kasper
Doyle, the enigmatic new teacher at school that she can’t get a read on at all. As
Cassia tries to figure out why he is different, she begins having strange visions of
the past and attempts to piece them together to discover the cause of a series of
mysterious and sudden deaths. Emotions and tensions run high, and Cassia
must learn to deny her instincts to keep herself and those around her out of
harm’s way. However, she soon starts to realise that it is not as easy as she
initially thought.
An engrossing family saga that will take you on a nostalgic journey back to the not so distant
past when family bonds and values are being challenged by the social problems and dilemmas
common in the era. Follow Bette and Theodore Hudson as they live out their lives portraying
the strength and spirit of what a family is or should be. Theirs is a life of love, understanding
and acceptance. Enter the Morgans, a family racked by storms and rifts in their personal lives.
They have learned to lean on each other, but theirs is turbulent mixture of unsatisfied wants.
They are in for a turbulent ride when passionate desires and drugs enter the picture. Would
they end up as fulfilled as the Hudsons?
Millie Sinclair is a socialite from Newport, Rhode Island, a place rich with history—not that she
cares. After failing a history test, she’s desperate for extra credit and accepts an assignment
to tour one of the famous Newport mansions. At first the old mansions are nothing more than
venues for weddings and charity events to Millie. Until she discovers a link to her family history
and unearths a world of lies, betrayal and heartache in the pages of her great-grandmother’s
journals. Learning about her great-grandmother’s forbidden love through a series of letters
makes Millie question her own growing feelings for a boy who isn’t her boyfriend. All dolled up
in her vintage dress, Millie attends the most talked about charity event in Newport’s high
society—The Roaring Twenties Gala. After fainting, she awakes in 1925 where she not only
steps into her great-grandmother’s T-strap shoes, but into the worst night of her life—the night
the journal entries end. Mistaken for her great-grandmother, and without knowing how to get
back to her own time, Millie watches her great-grandmother’s life unravel as those she trusts
are the ones to betray her.
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Ruth's husband Evin does not believe his wife's baby is his because the baby is biracial. Ruth
uses history to prove her baby is from her husband. Ruth and her baby Angel are alone with
adopted Aunt Rita. Ruth's husband Evin finally believes Ruth. When their daughter Angel is
sixteen years old, she can finally prove that her dad is her real dad by how much they are
exactly alike.
I don’t know who to believe, but I know that this place is full of lies and secrets. Easton Bay
has risked everything to protect me, but that doesn’t mean that he didn’t do what they had
accused him of. I am in love with him. I am supposed to be his wife, but this changes
everything. The King has turned on him. I’m Easton’s only hope. But it’s only a matter of time
before they turn on me, too. Is my fate is sealed? *Previously published as Throne of York
Praise for Charlotte Byrd “Decadent, delicious, & dangerously addictive!” - Amazon Review
????? “Titillation so masterfully woven, no reader can resist its pull. A MUST-BUY!” - Bobbi
Koe, Amazon Review ????? “Captivating!” - Crystal Jones, Amazon Review ????? "Exciting,
intense, sensual” - Rock, Amazon Reviewer ????? “Sexy, secretive, pulsating chemistry…” Mrs. K, Amazon Reviewer ????? “Charlotte Byrd is a brilliant writer. I've read loads and I've
laughed and cried. She writes a balanced book with brilliant characters. Well done!” -Amazon
Review ????? “Fast-paced, dark, addictive, and compelling” - Amazon Reviewer ????? “Hot,
steamy, and a great storyline.” - Christine Reese ????? “My oh my....Charlotte has made me a
fan for life.” - JJ, Amazon Reviewer ????? "The tension and chemistry is at five alarm level.” Sharon, Amazon reviewer ????? “Hot, sexy, intriguing journey of Elli and Mr. Aiden Black. Robin Langelier ????? “Wow. Just wow. Charlotte Byrd leaves me speechless and humble… It
definitely kept me on the edge of my seat. Once you pick it up, you won't put it down.” Amazon Review ????? “Sexy, steamy and captivating!” - Charmaine, Amazon Reviewer ?????
“ Intrigue, lust, and great characters...what more could you ask for?!” - Dragonfly Lady ?????
“An awesome book. Extremely entertaining, captivating and interesting sexy read. I could not
put it down.” - Kim F, Amazon Reviewer ????? “Just the absolute best story. Everything I like
to read about and more. Such a great story I will read again and again. A keeper!!” - Wendy
Ballard ????? “It had the perfect amount of twists and turns. I instantaneously bonded with the
heroine and of course Mr. Black. YUM. It's sexy, it's sassy, it's steamy. It's everything.” Khardine Gray, Bestselling Romance Author ?????
Royal By blood. Bastard by choice. The Royal Bastards MC of Charleston, WV ride hard. Wall
Street Journal & USA Today bestselling author Glenna Maynard brings you a collection
featuring books 1-4 of her gritty and gripping RBMC series. The Biker’s Kiss One kiss is all it
takes to bring him to his knees and have him asking for forever. Roane Connors doesn’t do
relationships. He’s been burned before and isn’t looking to repeat past mistakes. All he needs
is a warm body in his bed for the night. Someone to ring in the new year with. Julie Wilson ticks
all his boxes. She’s back in town, hot, and single. When the clock strikes midnight one kiss
ignites a spark this royal bastard’s not ready for. Lady & The Biker She’s an angel thrust into
the chaos of the devil’s playground. I’m a Royal Bastard who doesn’t deserve her. She’s too
young for me. Too pure and too good. I’m going to ruin her and break her heart. I know it and
she knows it and yet neither of us can stay away. I watched Wylla Mae transform from a girl
into a lady. She’s forbidden and tempting with her soft curves and big doe eyes. Everything I
crave and all that I deny myself until a moment of weakness forces me to break. An enemy is
on the move and when he sets his sights on her, all bets are off. I’ll move heaven and hell to
keep her safe in my arms. Tempting The Biker He's married and twice my age, but I can't walk
away. Murder- We were never supposed to happen. Alexa’s my daughter’s best friend. I’m a
married man. I’m too old for her, but stolen glances turn into more than either of us are
prepared for. I’ve made promises I can’t keep. I’m the Prez of Royal Bastards MC. I’m not
supposed to be tempted by her innocence. My head swears that I don’t love her, but my heart
won’t let go. Alexa- Murder’s married. Off Limits. But I want him. He’s a powerful man.
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Untouchable and unbreakable. I’ll be his dirty little secret. No one has to know. We’re playing
a dangerous game. A deadly one that will leave me with a broken heart or worse, but I’ll do
anything to prove to him that what we share is a ride or die love. And for Murder, I’m willing to
risk it all. Keeping The Biker Save the date. You’re invited to attend the wedding of Alexa and
Murder, Royal Bastards MC style. They said we’d never last. He was a married man. Off
limits. Now after all these years Murder is mine till death do us part. I’ll do anything to keep my
motorcycle man. For him I risked it all and now comes the reward. His ink branded on my skin
and his ring on my finger. Today is the first day of our forever. Search Terms: Biker romance,
motorcycle club romance, antihero, outlaw, dark romance, age gap, secret baby, action &
adventure romance, romantic thrillers, romantic suspense, love & marriage, family &
relationships, wounded hero, emotional scars, secrets & lies, betrayal, tortured past, romance
collection
This is a book of prophetic Words From God to instruct each day into the life of purity and
holiness. This book will help you grow spiritually and have a deeper relationship with God. It
has references to different scriptures in the Bible. This helps you to dig into the Word and see
for yourself what it says. You can also use this book when praying for others and allow God to
bring you to different pages that could help in the time of need of prayer.
"Chapters of My Life" is a poetic expression of the many phases of life through whichthe author
R. Michelle has traveled. Often referringto herself metaphorically,as a butterfly, with the stroke
of a pen she hascaptured the realities as well as the fantasies of transformation; fromthe
youthful larva through the restrictive cacoonintoabrilliant,colorful, free creature. The words
willdrive you into a state of mesmerization. Come and observe the metamorphisis of one of
God's wonderful, exhilerating creations.Thereis certain to be a word for you... Each piece is
without question an original however,they are not those of the author. All come fromthe
benefactor; the source. Through this transformation R. Michelle has learned thatshe isthe
essence ofthe source. It is not onepurchased nor oneacquired through classroom lessons, that
is unless you consider living in this world to be the philosophical classroom. "My gift..." is to
encourage, motivate, remind, initiate whatever it is that someone else has momentarily loss
sight of. My gift is to bless others. This is my gift.Through my gift...it is my prayer that you will
utilize your gift for its purpose. Indulge yourself in the gift..." but as you partake do not neglect
to get only your portion. You see "the gift..." in its entirety is not for any one. There may be only
one line for you. It may be two or three poems. Or there may be an entire section or chapter for
you. In "My gift..." you will find nourishment created specifically for you, if you readwith theSpirit
not your mind.
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